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Abstract

Providing banking services, especially online banking and electronic payment
systems, has always been associated with high concerns about security risks.
Counterfeiting and theft, identity theft, and even, in some cases, the deception of
employees of financial institutions and banks, are among offences and atrocities
swindlers may conduct. As it is very difficult to identify people with changes in
appearance or fake identity documents, a solution has to be considered to resolve
the problem. User authentication is usually done based on two or more factors.
However, the development of various mail wares and social engineering attacks,
undermine user trust, so users' authentication will be highly vulnerable. In this
paper, customer authentication for their transactions in electronic banking has been
discussed, and a more appropriate way of using biometric fingerprint data, as well
as encrypting those data in a different way, has been suggested. Using fingerprint
biometrics increases the security of online payment systems. Biometrics is used in a
database in the banking system. The fingerprint biometrics is more reliable and
easier to use than other biometrics and can be obtained from anyone with an easy
access. In this thesis, according to needs analysis, validation is performed not only
by the user (or personal machine) but also by the bank itself, according to the
standards of the banking system. More precisely, a new protocol, known as Stream
Cipher, is developed to generate a one-time password from biometric data, to
ensure that security and privacy are maintained. In the suggested system, Ciphering
and deciphering user information by issuer bank provides security. First, the user
sends his fingerprint to the online store and using the Minimum Mapping method
and Minutiae sends the image extracted by Stream Encryption Protocol compared to
the database, and in case verified, the acquirer bank sends verification to the store
and the money is transferred. The results of the research indicate its proper function
compared to other authentication methods (non-biometric). The protocol security
analysis also demonstrates the benefits of enhancing security by employing the
accelerated encryption methods in the proposed method. The results of the research
show The Errors rate (EER, FRR and SFAR) is very low and can be ignored. This
method is highly resistant to all kinds of electronic banking attacks, such as phishing
and password theft.
Keywords: Electronic Payment, Biometric fingerprint, Stream Cipher, Online Banking Security,
Authentication
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1. Introduction
Since several years ago, people have been using multiple payment systems such as EWallets, credit cards, mobile payment systems, etc. for their transactions. Developing
tools such as social networks, the increase in Internet users, and the numerous types of
devices has multiplied their vulnerability. Abuse and fraud in e-commerce systems, is
now becoming a big challenge. These risks [1] will reduce customers and lead into the
Banks' loss [2] [40] [30].
In order to control the access in different banking fields, biometrics can be used as a
secure password. The fingerprint biometric is more practical and very affordable,
because it can be easily installed and used in any environment. It is also very easy to
manage and use by any vendor. In fact, fingerprint-based systems are very user friendly
[18] [19].
On the other hand, biometric data contains sensitive and important information and
can always be attacked and abused; since this data is often exchanged in the same
format through the networks, this framework needs special protection and security. The
best secure option is encrypting these data in exchange environments. In this paper,
alongside with customer authentication for the transactions in online banking, a suitable
solution is proposed by using biometric fingerprint data and their encryption in a
different method [20] [21].
Results confirmed the conclusion reported in previous works [35] [36] [40], based on
simulated spoofing attacks is not always representative. findings may be exploited both
to help system designers and researchers to better evaluate the without the need of
actually fabricating spoofed traits. Performance drop of systems under spoofing attacks.
Another consequence is that score rules explicitly designed to deal with spoofing
attacks, can be even weaker than standard fusion rules, In particular, based on
experimental evidences like the ones obtained in this work, more realistic hypothesis on
the distribution of the fake traits can be derived, instead of the worst case assumption
[37] [38].
We will begin with biometric authentication method, and then we will try to provide a
more accurate system by using a new security protocol for bank payments.
2. Biometric Authentication Methods
With the increasing application of authentication in today's world, the importance of
authentication methods has also increased. For years, human identity authentication has
been considered vital and various methods have been presented, such as ID cards,
passport and so on, which are not very reliable due to forging, loss and other problems.
Today, biometric authentication is used to eliminate the defects of old methods.
Biometrics, means automatic detection of individuals based on their specific behavioral
and biological characteristics such as face, fingerprint, iris, voice, etc., which are not
easily forged and therefore, are more efficient and can replace traditional authentication
methods and increase security, reduce violations and accelerate daily applications. In
general, biometrics are known as the safest passwords. Biometric tools are trying to
identify individuals by capturing and storing data and converting them into an
appropriate algorithm, Biometric systems have many uses [23] [51] [10] [44].
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2.1 Biometric Features

Human biometric features are usually evaluated by the following parameters:
ü Universality: Each individual possesses the feature.
ü Uniqueness: The number of different samples that can be distinguished.
ü Permanence: A measure for the longevity of a feature (over time).
ü Collectability: Ease of use for evaluating different samples.
ü Performance: Accuracy, speed and sustainability of the method.
ü Acceptability: The level of technology acceptance.
ü Circumvention: Ease of alternative use.
ü Identity Authentication: Sending an individual's feature to database, for
examining it in order to authenticate the individual; the system's response is
necessarily positive or negative.
ü Identification: Extracting individual's biometric feature and searching the
database, if there is any.
ü Distinctive: There should not be any two same individuals.
2.2 Logical Parts of a Biometric System

The biometric system is logically divided into two parts:

1. Enrollment: Collecting the individual's biometric feature and saving it in the
system. In this phase, the feature is being read and located as separate patterns in the
database, after the extraction.
2. Identification: The task of this part is to identify and authenticate individuals when
entering or accessing the system. In this phase, after reading the biometric feature, the
method extracts the feature and compares it with the patterns inside the database, and
finally grants or denies the access to the system.
2.3 Biometric Methods Classification

The main biometric methods used to identify individuals, are classified into three
main categories:
ü Chemical Biometrics: DNA1, blood sugar, body scent, blood pattern, etc.
ü Behavioral Biometrics: walking, pressing the keys (typing rhythm), voice,
signature, etc.
ü Physical Biometrics: fingerprint, iris pattern, thermal or physical pattern of
the face, retina veins pattern, hand geometry, palm pattern, ears, nose, lips
movement, eyes movements, nails, etc.
Here, we describe the fingerprint biometrics in particular:
2.3.1 Fingerprint

The lines of the finger tips are called Friction Ridges. The fingerprints of individuals
contain patterns that are unaltered during the life of the individual, unless they are
severely burned. This has made fingerprint-based identification, one of the most
common biometrics [17] .
1

Deoxy Ribonucleic Acid
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2.3.2 Reasons of universality and advantages of fingerprint identification

The most important reasons for the universality of fingerprint identification includes:
ü The success of this method in various applications (judicial, governmental,
commercial, etc.), which nowadays is even used in cell phones.
ü The criminals' fingerprints are left behind in the crime scene.
ü The existence of a complete database of fingerprints (so far, more than
70million different fingerprints are available in FBI1 database, by 2000).
ü The existence of cheap and small fingerprint capturing devices.
ü Each individual has a unique fingerprint.
ü Fingerprint is resistant to aging.
ü Its technology has reached the maturity.
ü Very comfortable to use.
ü Low EER2
ü Affordability
ü Popularity
2.3.3 Obtaining a fingerprint image

Based on the type of fingerprint capturing, the devices are divided into two types:
live scan and offline scan. In offline models (paper and ink), fingerprints are obtained
by dipping fingers into the ink and pressing them on paper and taking photos or
scanning the paper. Due to poor quality of the images and of course, technological
advancements, this method is gradually reaching to extinction.
The live scan CCD3 method, operates by digitizing the fingerprint that touches the
sensors. In all techniques, the finger surface is in contact with a specific part of the
device and the image is taken.
2.3.4 Fingerprint Scanners

Digital Scanners are categorized based on Resolution, Pixel, Sensor Area, Precision,
etc. Live Digital Scanners are divided into five categories:
Optical, Capacitive (Semi Conductor), Thermal, Pressure Based, and Ultrasound.
Sweep Sensors are widely used in laptops, smart phones, tablets and other commercial
devices, due to their small size and low prices. These scanners perform by sweeping the
finger on their surfaces. Capacitive scanners are the most cost effective scanners and are
used in most notebooks.

Figure 1: Examples of fingerprint captured by different scanners

1

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)
Equal Error Rate (EER)
3
Charge Coupled Devices (CCD)
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2.3.5 Fingerprint Features Classification

Fingerprint pattern has a variety of features at different levels that are generally
divided into three categories:
Ø Universal Features
Since most fingerprint databases are often very big, it's very slow and inefficient to
check the matching of a particular fingerprint with all patterns through the database. The
most important and common patterns, such as circular, spiral and arched, are shown in
Figure 2. By using them, there is no need to compare the fingerprint with all the data,
and we can easily refer to the data set of a particular class.

Figure 2: Fingerprint patterns [50]

On a fingerprint, Core is the highest point in the innermost bump, and Delta, is a
trifid point that three ridges pass besides it. These points are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Location of Core and Delta points on the fingerprint [50]

Ø Local features
There are about 150 local features on this surface which are extracted based on local
information from the ridges patterns. The most important features are junction points
and final points, called Mapping Minuteae.
Ø Third level
It refers to the internal details of the ridges, such as width and curvature, which are
not applied due to the need of high-resolution fingerprints.
2.3.6 Registration and Identification Operations

Figure 4, shows a general schema of a fingerprint Identification system.
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Figure 4: Fingerprint identification levels [46]

At registration phase, the fingerprint is scanned by the sensor and turns into a digital
image by reading the features. At identification phase, the user touches the sensor again,
and a new image is created from the fingerprint. The Minuteae points of this image are
extracted and compared with the samples in the database. The features have three levels:
ü First Level (left Figure 5): Capturing large scale details such as the shape of
the friction ridges, the main pattern of lines and single points.
ü Second Level: The Two branches and Edge End edges.
ü Third Level: Includes all the dimensional characteristics of the fingerprint,
such as the thickness of the lines, the shape and the marks of wounds and
cuts.
From the obtained features of the first level, we can divide fingerprints into arched,
circular or spiral patterns, as previously described.

Figure 5: Sample of a Minuteae Extraction Algorithm [46]

3. Encryption
Despite the importance of biometric data, their encryption is vital. The knowledge of
investigating and knowing of the principles and methods of secure transferring or
storing information is called encryption. Encryption is the use of mathematical
techniques to secure information [47] [41].
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In principle, encryption is the knowledge of changing the message text or information
by a key and a password algorithm, so that only the individual who knows the key and
the algorithm, is able to extract the main information from the encrypted information
[41] .
3.1 Encryption Algorithm

Any mathematical algorithm or function used in the encryption protocol due to having
the required encryption features. The term "Encryption Algorithm" is a comprehensive
concept and it is not necessary for each algorithm to be used directly for encryption, but
only the application for encryption is considered. Despite the numerous encryption
algorithms, only a small number of them are normalized.
3.1.1 Public Key Encryption

The public key is available for all individuals associated with the owner. In fact, the
key used for encryption, is different with the key for decryption.
3.1.2 Private Key Encryption

The private key is available only for the owner (only the sender) and the encryption
security depends on the confidentiality of the key. Private Key ciphers are divided into
two types of Block and Stream ciphers, according to the type of operation, design,
implementation, and applications. Their operation is based on a mutually beneficial
interaction between two parties, as they agree on the private key by an initial
communication, so that a third party does not know the key. The cipher is implemented
by combining both keys. To decrypt an encrypted message, the computer must also use
the public key provided by the sender, along with its own private key [3].
4. Stream Cipher Encryption
This type of encryption which is used in this article, is an important class of
encryption algorithms, which uniquely, encrypts the characters (binary digits) of a
message at a time, by using a cipher transfer at different times. In contrast, Block Cipher
Encryption, tends to encrypt character groups of a message, by using a fixed encryption
message altogether, at the same time. Stream Cipher Encryption is usually faster in
terms of hardware than block cipher encryption, and the complexity of its hardware
circuits is low.
In this paper standard stream cipher RC41 is used in Biocode extraction and
authentication as show in figure 7.
5. Application Background
In MOC2 Biometric Identity Application surveys, safe banking services can be
accessed from biometric data on E_ID Card (new generation of electronic chip cards)
issued by the State Registry Organization, which contains individual identity and
biometric information and allows the issuance of biometric identity certificates, digital
signatures, etc. to authenticate individuals in the country. Of course, this application has
its specific problems; in this case, some researchers have investigated these problems,
1
2

Rivest Cipher٤ (RC4 )- Invented by Ronald L.Rivest
Match On Card (MOC)
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using DEMATEL1 technique, and analyzed them by statistical discussion in terms of
cross-sectional and structured complication. Some have also used the UID2 method
[52].
5.1 Flawless Payment System Based on Fingerprint Biometrics

In this research, using a biometric stored in the database, simplifies the person's
identification. It uses a Unique Identifier database at the bank's center; the individual's
fingerprint is matched at the store, and the online cash payment system operates using
the fingerprint biometrics in the database as a secure online password [4].

Figure 6: The architecture of the proposed online payment system [4]

This system is written by very weak software and can easily be penetrated and
hacked; the system is at a very basic stage and does perform well in extended
applications that require speed and precision in the network.
5.2 Electronic Payment Biometric Validation System

This research is designed to develop a commercial protocol for electronic
transactions to improve the security of credit card purchases. The biometric mechanism
performs as a digital interface to enhance online transaction security with smart phones
and to increase customer's trust in remote transaction security.
First, the model converts the data into barcodes by pixel manipulation, and then
converts the barcodes into byte arrays. Finally, encryption is performed, using the RSA3
algorithm.
This system is designed exclusively for mobile transactions and is not functional in a
store where the buyer does not have a cell phone [5].
This method may include the risk of exposing account information or even
duplicating fingerprint, if the cell phone is stolen.

1 Decision Making Trial And Evaluation (DEMATEL)
2

Unique IDentifier

3 Rivest Shamir Adleman (RSA)
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6. Proposed Method
Each of the previous works attempted to secure the banking system by using different
methods and combining them with a different biometric system in different ways, and
despite their advantages, each of them had a disadvantage. Here, with some
investigations, some of the existing deficiencies have been resolved and a safer system
in proposed, based on fingerprint authentication and Stream Cipher Encryption.
6.1 Proposed Biometric Authentication Method Steps

The proposed authentication protocol uses biometric data that should be read through
capturing by a fingerprint reader device and must be protected by a protective
algorithm.
The proposed protocol is very precise due to using the fingerprint feature, and can be
used for any other biometric method. In fact, this method combines a password-based
authentication method with a fingerprint biometric method. Basically, this is a twofactor approach. This method includes the following steps:
6.1.1 Proposed BioCode Extraction Protocol

The proposed BioCode Extraction Protocol includes three parts:
6.1.1.1

Extracting Fingerprint Code

First, the fingerprint of the user or customer is received through the receiver device
sensor. After the image processing, a feature vector called the Fingerprint Code is
extracted [22].
To store fingerprint information in a database, a Biohashing algorithm is used to
analyze the biometrics [7].
The biocode extraction steps are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7: BioCode extraction steps
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Start

Receive Fingerprint Image

Fingerprint Code Extraction

Seeds and PIN code

Hashing using SHA or MD5

Stream Encryption

K bit Key

Store Encryption
Biocode for Authentication

Stop
Figure 8: Propused Flochart for Artheatication Sender side

6.1.1.2

Extracting the function by Biohashing Algorithm

The fingerprint code along with the password, passes through a Biohashing Function
and the encryption box, which the output of which, will be the BiCode. The Biohashing
Function has the following characteristics:
The function is One-Way and irreversible.
Its input length is variable. (Receives messages with any length)
The output length is fixed (mapping from larger space to smaller) so that is:
Resistant to Collision (It is difficult to find different messages that are written with
the same string).
This thread is called extract or abstract of the Digest message.
In general, there is no key!
6.1.1.3

Biohashing

The Biohashing Function will be hashing inputs features with standard methods.
Standard hashing box can include SHA1 or MD51.
1

Secure Hashed Algorithm (SHA)
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The 128 or 256 bit key is shared between the receiver and the bank. The password
can also be directly available for the customer or embedded in a lock. The BioCode is
used in the registration and authentication process of a customer or user.

Start

Recive Fingerprint Biocode

Fingerprint Code Extraction

K bit Key

Biocode Decryptin

Registered Biocode

Compration

YES

NO

Reject

Accepted

Stop
Figure 9: Propused Flochart for Artheatication Recive side

6.1.2 Registration Phase Proposed Protocol

In this fingerprint obtaining method, the presence of a client is required for a single
time to provide identity papers at one of the bank's branches. By collecting a reference
template that can be called with any name, the process begins. In the proposed method,
a biocode called Reference provides a framework from a fingerprint code (a calculated
fingerprint feature vector) and a code associated with the serial number of the device
that captures the fingerprint. The user's password can be a password or a random
number stored on the device, which is protected by biometric verification. When the
reference name biocode is calculated, it is sent to the Bank's database through a SSL2
channel and is stored there for future use cases [8].
1
2

Message Digest 5 (MD5)
Secure Socket Layer (SSL)
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6.1.3 Authentication Phase Proposed Protocol

At electronic payment request from the individual, the issuer bank must compare and
confirm the fingerprint of the individual with the reference format. So, a challenge is
sent to the reference database (the number displayed on the computer or the number sent
directly to the fingerprint reader). The reference format should provide the fingerprint
and password (not known by the issuer bank).
The captured Biocode, calculates the fingerprint code with biometric data, password
and serial number of fingerprint recorder [42].
The biocode registeration challenge is calculated using the biohashing algorithm in
the biocode Capture, with the challenge sent by the issuing bank as the password [6]
[11].
The issuing bank also uses the biohashing to calculate the received biocode by
challenging the algorithm with the reference biocode [14] [15].
Hamming Distance (the number of places where the corresponding symbols are
different. In other words, the minimum number of substitutions that changes a string
into another, or the number of errors that converts a string into another) is used to
compare two biocode challenges, and if the distance is less than the predefined
threshold, the reference format is verified [12] [13] [16].
7. Analysis and Evaluation
This section examines the performance and the failures of the fingerprint registration
system and the proposed protocol.
7.1 Performance Efficiency

There is not just one measure to evaluate biometric devices, that shows how well a
system works. To determine the strength or weakness of these types of systems, several
measures must be analyzed [9] [39] [48].
7.1.1 Faults Generated by Fingerprint Registration Systems

Fingerprint system performance is measured based on the FPIR1 and FNIR2.
False Positive Identification occurs when the system returns a positive match result
for an unregistered fingerprint.
The False Negative Identification occurs when the system reports a negative
mismatch result or no match for a registered fingerprint. The relationship between these
two factors is calculated from the following equation:

In this equation, N is the number of users registered in the system. Therefore, the
more users registered in the system, the more the rate of FMR3 should be greatly
reduced to maintain the system's optimal performance.
7.1.2 Fingerprint Performance Analysis

In this section, the protocol's performance is analyzed to avoid false rejection.
1
2

False Positive Identification Rate (FPIR)
False Negative Identification Rate (FNIR)

3 False Match Rate (FMR)
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Experimental protocol

In this study, three fingerprint databases were used. In the following table, the
functions of the best algorithms with their EER error rates and the FRR1 rates on this
databases are calculated. In this table, ZeroFRM is the wrong FNMR mismatch when
no falses are accepted. a attack consists of stealing, copying and replicating a biometric
trait, to gain unauthorized access, defeating the biometric system security. The
feasibility of a spoofing attack is much higher than other types of attacks against
biometric systems, as it does not require any knowledge on the system, such as the
feature extraction or matching algorithm used. Although liveness detection can be
exploited to counteract spoofing rejected by the system. And Besides that In the table 1
of the best algorithms with their FRR rates and the SFAR2 rates on this databases are
calculated [31] [32] [33].
The SFAR is the conditional probability that an impostor attempting a spoofing
attack is wrongly accepted as a client. For example, if the EER operating point, defined
as the point where the FRR equals the FAR [30] [34] [41].
Table 1: Performance of the best algorithm for three databases

DataBase

EER
0.11%
0.27%
1.12%

CASIA V3
CASIA V4
CASIA V5
7.1.2.2

ZeroFMR
0.18%
0.65%
2.25%

SFAR

FRR
1.70%
1.50%
2.28%

1.25%
1.02%
2.55%

Experimental Method

Table 2 presents the datasets of scores used to evaluate the proposal, the number of
individuals and also number of nodes and the number of scores also corresponds to the
maximum number of edges. while the EER The threshold is configured to correspond.
Among the different evaluation methodologies of the literature, we want to compete
with the Zoograph [49]. which is used as the baseline for local evaluation method [41].
Table 2: Description of the datasetsused to evaluatethe proposal.
Modality
Methodology
individuals
Sample/
individuals

DataBase

Type

AR [24]

Score
Score
Score
Score
Score

Face
Face
Face
Fingerprint
Vein

Distance

ENSIB[25]

FC94 [26]
FVC [27]
veins [28]
OU-ISIR
BSS3 [29]
CASIAV3
(proposed
method)
CASIAV4
(proposed
method)
CASIAV5
(proposed
method)

1

scores

EER

Gait
(accelerometer)

SIFT3 based matching
SIFT based matching
SIFT based matching
SIFT based matching
SIFT based matching
Distance between
2signals

120
100
152
100
24
736

26
40
20
8
30
variable

360000
390000
438976
70000
16704
10175181

10.19%
10.88%
0.29%
10.27%
0.0%
14.88%

Score

Fingerprint

SIFT based matching

100

25

---

1.30 %

Score

Fingerprint

SIFT based matching

100

25

---

1.85 %

Score

Fingerprint

SIFT based matching

100

25

---

2.435%

False Rejection Rate (FRR)

2 Spoof False Acceptance Rate (SFAR)
3 Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
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8. Conclusion
The proposed method is used for application and security in an online payment
system, which includes using a biometric authentication mechanism, and is used to
confirm the stored format of fingerprints at the time of registration. If the fingerprint is
matched with the sample in the database, the payment will be successful, and the
customer can execute the transaction and the security will be provided.
This method will be easily effective in ensuring security and confidence in bank
payments. The client and the secure electronic payment system can be connected to
ATM1 and any other devices. The application of Stream Cipher encryption algorithm
will provide fast implementing, small-size, low complexity and high security for
devices with limited resources and includes a simple software implementation.
9. Future Works and Suggestions
Bank payment systems are usually evaluated with their cards and passwords, and the
seller's approval in the transaction is ignored. For users, it is difficult to remember
passwords. For online banking, this authentication protocol is applicational that can
increase electronic payment authentication security. There are many future views for
this topic. The best method is to use multiple biometrics instead of passwords; methods
such as Face Detection, Iris, Voice, etc. will be appropriate.
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